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Motivation
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• Measurements of quarkonium production usually focus on properties of
inclusive samples (differential cross sections, spin alignment)

• Huge LHC luminosities provide samples of quarkonia produced in association
with additional objects

‣ Other quarkonia, vector bosons, jets, top, …

• Two possible production modes
‣ single parton scattering: objects from same diagrams, resonant or non-resonant
‣ double parton scattering: each object from a separate hard scatter within the
same proton collision

• Additional experimental motivation - highly important for ATLAS and CMS
‣ additional object often needed for other physics reasons (SM measurements,
Higgs, searches) → can “parasitically” use large-bandwidth trigger menus
without relying on dedicated quarkonia triggers
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Motivation
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• Double parton scattering (DPS)

• Single parton scattering (SPS)
‣ Both objects from the same diagrams
‣ Enhances sensitivity to different
matrix elements → new
opportunities to test/develop
theoretical models
‣ Relative contributions of singlet
versus octet production vs pT may be
different than inclusive production:
measurements will help to address
this long-running question
‣ Possibility of resonant production
from Higgs or New Physics

‣ Each object from independent
scatter
‣ Difficult to address theoretically but
are often invoked to explain (e.g.)
rates of multiple heavy-flavour
production
‣ Quarkonia can be fully reconstructed
→ experimentally cleaner than
alternatives methods (e.g. W+ 2 jets)
‣ Wider range of measurements of
DPS → more realistic models, allows
tests of factorisation

Indistinguishable on an event-by-event basis. Can we find observables to disentangle the two
statistically?→ Expect differences in (e.g.) Δy and
opening angle distributions between SPS and DPS… but can we do this well enough to be useful?
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Summary of measurements
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• Two measurements presented here of production of prompt J/ψ in association with W or Z bosons
• Each of these studies
‣ establish beyond doubt the observation of associated quarkonia production
‣ present a cross-section measurement
‣ make provisional assessments of the degree of double/single parton scattering, or present the
distributions that are likely to be able to separate them

• Very early days - more data and different combinations of objects are needed - studies should
continue in 2015

Experiment

∫L

√s

Citation

J/ψ + W

ATLAS

4.6 fb-1

7 TeV

JHEP 04 (2014) 172

J/ψ + Z (NEW)

ATLAS

20.3 fb-1

8 TeV

To be released shortly
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Analysis overview
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Cross section ratios
σ(J/ψ + W,Z) / σ(W,Z) presented:
most uncertainties cancel

1. Selection of relevant μμμμ, μμee or μμμ+MET events
2. Estimation of contamination from pile-up
3. Efficiency and acceptance corrections per candidate
4. Signal and background weights extraction
5. Signal and background yield extraction
6. Differential cross section evaluation
W/Z from the the
“primary” interaction, J/ψ
from another

7. Production of relevant pair-wise distributions
8. Estimation of DPS contribution

DPS contribution can be estimated with a simple calculation using
the inclusive J/ψ cross section and DPS σeff (from W + 2 jets)
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Final state
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Triggers: single high pT muon/electron
Selections used in the pile-up estimation…
All three muons must
have a point of closest
approach to the
interaction (in z) of less
than 10mm.

μ

J/ψ

p

Vertices formed by the
J/ψ and Z must be
separated by more than
10mm in the z direction

μ

μ

J/ψ

p
W

e/μ

p

Z

e/μ
pT(μ) > 25
GeV,
must match
trigger

ET

M

pT(μ) > 25
GeV,
must match
trigger

μ

pT(MET) > 15
GeV

p

e/μ
pT(μ) > 15
GeV

J/ψ fiducial cuts are the same for both analyses after the acceptance corrections
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Corrections and yield extraction
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• Acceptance and efficiency corrections derived from MC and applied per candidate
‣ Range of acceptance corrections, constructed under extreme polarisation
scenarios, are deployed

• Signal weights extracted using sPlot with the following discriminants:
‣ Masses of the two J/ψ candidates
‣ Lxy of the two J/ψ candidates

• Four categories of event are described in the fits
‣ W, Z candidate + real prompt J/ψ (SIGNAL)
‣ W, Z candidate + real non-prompt J/ψ (measured for J/ψ+Z)
‣ W, Z candidate + two combinatorial muons forming a prompt-like lifetime
distribution
‣ W, Z candidate + two combinatorial muons forming a non-prompt-like lifetime
distribution

• Yield extracted by fitting weighted distributions
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Backgrounds
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• Backgrounds not covered by the fits found to be negligible:
‣ fake W/Z (from top/multi-jet)
‣ Contamination from Bc → J/ψμ±νμX

• EXCEPT real J/ψ and real W/Z produced in different proton-proton
collisions in the same bunch crossing (“pile-up background”)
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Calculate Nextra

Calculate

candidate, from
known pile-up
characteristics

J/ψ using

The number of additional vertices which lie within 10 mm of a randomly selected vertex, is
pile-up vertices
probability of any
determined to be Nextra = 2.3 ± 0.2.
around a W, Z
of these yielding a
The probability for a J/ to be produced at a given pileup vertex is

where

ij
J/

N
N

ij
PJ/
=

ij
J/

/

inel

(4.1)

is the cross-section for J/ production in the appropriate pT (i) and rapidity (j)

= 2.3 ± 0.2 for the J/ψ+Z
= 0.81 ± 0.08 for the J/ψ+W

extra ij has not been measured in the fiducial region used in this measurement
bin. Although
J/
p
at centre-of-mass
energies
of
s = 8 TeV, it can be estimated using an existing nonextra
p
prompt J/ fraction measurement at s = 7 TeV [3] and the fixed-order next-to-leadingp
logarithm [70, 71] (FONLL) prediction for the non-prompt J/ cross-section at s = 8 TeV.
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Corrections and yield extraction
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• Signal weights

extracted using the
mass and lifetime
distributions
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J/ψ+W results

Naively, one expects DPS to be
flat in azimuthal opening angle if
the two processes are entirely
uncorrelated…
so is this an indication of DPS
and SPS J/ψ+W production?

James Catmore
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No acceptance
corrections

QWG2014

Looks as though the estimated SPS contribution
isn’t fully accounted for by theory
… note this erratum to the CS prediction: PL B
738 (2014) 529-529 - reduces CS component
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J/ψ+Z results: azimuthal opening angle
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Same pattern is observed in the azimuthal opening angle as with the W
Again the DPS band is an estimate
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J/ψ+Z results: total cross sections
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NRQCD: JHEP 1102 (2011) 071
(Mao et al.)
CSM: JHEP 1303 (2013) 115
(Gong et al.)
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Theory may be under-estimating SPS production
(but the experimental errors almost cover it)
NLO NRQCD with both octet and singlet contributions does
Feed-down component not included in these predictions
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J/ψ+Z results: differential cross sections
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• Assuming that the
first bin is due to
DPS…
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•

… can set an upper limit on level of DPS
contributing to the observed signal
‣ corresponding to a lower limit on σeff
which is in agreement with other
measurements

• Very early days, but shows that using

quarkonia for studying DPS is a realistic
prospect
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WANTED: models for the SPS contribution to V+J/ψ, particularly as a function of Δ𝜙
→ allows better estimate of the DPS component
→ allows measurement of σeff and DPS kinematics
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Outlook and conclusions
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• The LHC experiments have made excellent first steps in studying the
production of quarkonia in association with other objects

‣ J/ψ+J/ψ, J/ψ+W, J/ψ+Z

• These processes will help to address issues of:
‣ singlet versus octet production of quarkonia
‣ double parton scattering
‣ resonant production

• Due to the low production rate, clean experimental signature and use
of higher mass objects, we should be able to collect significant
numbers of these decays in LHC Run-2 whilst staying within
reasonable trigger thresholds

‣ Very positive outlook for these studies
James Catmore
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Supplementary slides

ATLAS J/ψ +W: Event/object selection
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Final state
requirement

μ+μ-μ± + MET

Trigger

Single μ > 18 GeV

Muon
selections

3 muons,1 matched to trigger, |η|<2.5, pT>2.5 (3.5) for |η|<1.3
(>1.3),
all with z0 < 10 mm w.r.t PV

J/ψ selections

μ+μ-, one > 4 GeV, at least one combined, 2.5 < mμμ < 3.5 GeV,
8.5 < pT(J/ψ) < 30 GeV, |y(J/ψ)| < 2.1

MET selections

MET > 20GeV

W selections

One muon, matched to trigger: pT > 25 GeV, |η|<2.4, z0 < 1mm, d0/
σ(d0) < 3, isolated
mT(W) ≡√[2pT(μ)*MET*(1-cos(ϕμ-ϕMET))] > 40 GeV
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At least one of the Z boson candidate leptons must have been responsible for firing the
179
trigger. This criterion is assessed by requiring one of the reconstructed muons (electrons)
180
from the boson to be closer than R < 0.1(0.15) to a relevant muon (electron) trigger
181
object. The oﬄine reconstructed pT of the candidate matching the trigger must satisfy
182
pT > 25 GeV. In addition, triggered muons must satisfy |⌘| < 2.4 and electrons must
183
satisfy the medium identification criteria, as described in Ref [54].
184 state
Candidate Z + J/ events are retained +if the
J/- invariant
mass
Final
-μ+μ
+μ-e+
- falls in the range
μ
μ
or
μ
e
185
2.6 3.6 GeV and the Z boson candidate has an invariant mass within 10 GeV of the Z mass
requirement
186
world average value [55]. In addition, the J/ candidate is required to satisfy pT > 8.5 GeV
187
and |y(J/ )| < 2.1. The phase space definition of the measured fiducial production cross188
sections is summarised in table 1. The inclusive
phase
definition
Single
μ,espace
> 25
GeV is identical except
Trigger
189
for the omission of requirements on the leptons from the J/ decay.

Not reviewed, for int

178

ATLAS J/ψ +Z: Event/object selection
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Z boson selection
pT (leading lepton)> 25 GeV, pT (sub-leading lepton)> 15 GeV
|⌘(lepton from Z)| < 2.5
|m(Z) 91.1876 GeV| < 10 GeV
J/
8.5 < pT (J/ ) < 100
pT (leading muon)> 4.0
(
pT (sub-leading muon)> 2.5
OR
pT (sub-leading muon)> 3.5

lepton must have
+ one
fired the trigger
+must fit to vtx

selection

GeV,
GeV,
GeV,
GeV,

|y(J/ )| < 2.1
|⌘(leading muon)| < 2.5
)
1.3  |⌘(sub-leading muon)| < 2.5
|⌘(sub-leading muon)| < 1.3

+must fit to vtx

Table 1. Phase space definition of the measured fiducial production cross-section following the
J/ψ+Z
anddetector.
Z vertices must less than 10mm apart
geometrical acceptance of theJ/ψ
ATLAS
selections
190
191

The Z boson and J/ lepton pairs are used to build two di-lepton vertices. In the
case of the J/ candidate the ID tracks alone are used in this vertex fit, whereas for the

James Catmore
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J/ψ+Z theory references
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• arXiv:1407.5821
• arXiv:1407.4038
• arXiv:1210.2430
• arXiv:1102.0398
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